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Dear Shruti, my pranayama for asking an extremely important question
whose answers are vital for the survival of this group. How can we find
diamonds in the dung of Sahaja Yoga? (June 28, 2021)
The Guru of Half The Sky was 1% Paraclete and 99% Shri Mataji. The Guru of
HALF THE SKY is 10% Paraclete and 90% THE MOTHER. (June 30, 2021)
I am willing to chisel this in granite: Not a single Christian today or tomorrow
will be able to follow Jesus unless they are participating in the Resurrection as
we are. (June 30, 2021)
“And other sheep I have which are not of this fold; them also I must bring,
and they will hear My voice; There will be one flock and one shepherd” in the
Age that has Come. (June 27, 2021)
June 28, 2021
I believe those who joined HALF THE SKY are still in a fragile state of mind because the Prince of the World who
overpowered thousands of the Paraclete’s disciples over the last 50 years has the immense persuasive power of a 2000year-old indoctrination, a collective authority of churches that today hold more than 2 billion captives. You are against
an enormously powerful adversary of Jesus, the Antichrist!
“In Christian eschatology, the Antichrist, or anti-Christ, refers to people prophesied by the Bible to oppose Christ and substitute
themselves in Christ's place before the Second Coming. The term Antichrist (including one plural form) is found five times in
the New Testament, solely in the First and Second Epistle of John. The Antichrist is announced as the one "who denies the [Holy
Spirit] and the Son.” [emphasis ours 2021-06-27]
The similar term pseudokhristos or "false Christ" is found in the Gospels. In Matthew (chapter 24) and Mark (chapter 13), Jesus
alerts his disciples not to be deceived by the false prophets, who will claim themselves as being Christ, performing
"great signs and wonders".” Wikipedia 2021-06-27

June 28, 2021
Dear Jagbir could you please throw some more light on these lines,
"I believe those who joined HALF THE SKY are still in a fragile state of mind because the Prince of
the World... has the immense persuasive power."
thanx,
shruti
June 29, 2021
Dear Shruti,
My pranayama for asking an extremely important question whose answers are vital for the survival
of this group. I should be saying “whose answers are vital for the survival of the message of Jesus
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and the Paraclete.”
And if you factor in that Jesus prophesied that the Paraclete will not be accepted by the world,
and She was rejected despite struggling for 40 years, what is left to do?
“The reaction of the world to the Paraclete will be much the same as the world's reaction was to Jesus. The
world does not know or accept the Paraclete, much as it remained ignorant of Jesus' true identity and
rejected him (5:43; 12:48).” (Marthaler 2007, 275)
That should have been the question asked by Her thousands of disciples, right? But if they
participated in the rejection, and is the main reason the world did not know for the last 50 years,
who is there to question any Sahaja Yogi about anything?
But we have missed something sinister.
I will have to repeat that it is not that the world rejected the message of Paraclete. It is that the
disciples of the Paraclete actively and collectively participated in making sure no one talked
about the Resurrection, the Last Judgment or anything related to Jesus.
When I joined in 1993 and left early 2000 there was never any discussion about Jesus or the
Paraclete, or anything remotely biblical. I also never heard words like “Paraclete” or “Comforter”
either.
Ever since I started asking, “Why is no one talking about the Resurrection?” there was a wall of
silence. It was as if a newcomer was asking about things that had nothing to do with Sahaja Yoga.
It was, still is, and will always be the subtle system of Shri Mataji.
(Remember how Hasan and company fled a few months back before Easter Sunday. Even 50
years later SYs do not want anything to do with the message and Jesus and the Paraclete. They
only want to talk about the subtle system and chakras.)
So, it is not that the world rejected the Paraclete and Her mission to complete and spread the
message of Jesus, but the latter was rejected by Her own disciples right from the start. In all my
seven years with them, I never came across anyone doing so, as if it was a taboo subject.
And when I kept pressing on and insisted the only answer from an irritated Diane was that
“Nobody believes in the Bible. So just give self-realization.” That was in 1995.
I left a few years later and never returned.
QUESTION: So what is it that is sinister? Are you accusing the SY organization of being anti-Christ?
ANSWER: The Prince of the World overcame the disciples of the Paraclete just as he overcame the
disciples of Jesus on Pentecost 2000 years ago! What are the mathematical odds of thousands of
the Paraclete unable to hear or follow Her constant calls to spread the message of the
Resurrection?
It makes no sense unless the Prince of the World that hindered the spread of Jesus’ message on
Pentecost has also succeeded again 50 years ago but on a much more massive scale. That is
because, unlike Jesus, the Paraclete had tens of thousands of disciples. SYs are directly and solely
responsible for preventing the message of the Paraclete from spreading. Tens of thousands over 50
years never lifted a finger to do so. If that is not anti-Christ, then I have no idea what is.
QUESTION: So what is it that is beautiful and comforting about the Paraclete’s failure that is no
different from that of Jesus? How can we find diamonds in the dung of Sahaja Yoga?
ANSWER: One consolation is that the Paraclete Shri Mataji completed the message of Jesus and
commenced the Resurrection. Another is that the prediction of Jesus that the Paraclete will be
rejected by the world (disciples) has come true. And by extension, all that He proclaimed will
come true; that even Heaven and Earth will pass away but not His words.
QUESTION: But that does not answer the question asked. What is it that is beautiful and
comforting? Basically, how can we find diamonds in the dung of Sahaja Yoga?
ANSWER: That would require asking, how will the words of Jesus come true then? Did the Paraclete
fail as the world has rejected Her or the Paraclete failed because Her own disciples rejected Her?
That would require asking, how will the words of Jesus come true then? “Truly I tell you, this
generation will certainly not pass away until all these things have happened. Heaven and earth
will pass away, but my words will never pass away.”
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All these things include not only the failure of the Paraclete to spread Jesus’ message to Her
disciples but also it's spreading to all nations and people. That has yet to happen and must take
place! Otherwise, the words of Jesus will not come true.
QUESTION: But that still does not answer the question asked. What is it that is beautiful and
comforting? Again, what exactly are the diamonds in the dung of Sahaja Yoga?
ANSWER: The comfort is that the message of the Paraclete has yet to be spread to the world as SYs
have made sure it does not. Basically, we must find diamonds of the Paraclete that are in the
subtle system dung of Sahaja Yoga i.e., the gems of the Resurrection, Winds of Resurrection and
pouring of the Spirit on all, to name a few.
By diamonds I mean all that the Savior promised 2000 years ago will take place in the future i.e.,
the priceless gems of the Resurrection, of life eternal explained by the Paraclete in hundreds and
thousands of lectures from 1970 till 2011.
The beautiful is that the greatest miracle of all will be exclusively accomplished by HALF THE SKY as
all the diamonds will be extracted out of the subtle system dung of the Sahaja Yoga organization.
That will be accomplished before 2050.
As the Paraclete has said, men (of the SY organization included) have done their work. I would say
that the men of the SY organization have undone Her work:
“Your Guru is a Woman! She is the source of all the knowledge. She is the Ocean of All the
Knowledge.” HALF THE SKY “are the ones who are going to save the world, not the men… The
whole Cosmos, just in complete respectful attendance, is waiting for their arrival… You are very
important.” (June 22, 2021)
The Guru of the SYs was 1% Paraclete and 99% Shri Mataji. The Guru of HALF THE SKY is 10%
Paraclete and 90% THE MOTHER.
QUESTION: Dear, Jagbir could you please throw some more light on these lines, "I believe those
who joined HALF THE SKY are still in a fragile state of mind because the Prince of the World...has the
immense persuasive power."
ANSWER: Shruti, I think you had a bad experience in the SY organization because all you were
given was the subtle system dung, not the gems of the Savior. Thus, in spite of your ears hearing
Jesus speaking again, you found none around who heard the same about the Resurrection and
Last Judgment. It was always disciples talking in detail and interest about the subtle system and
the 1001 rituals to keep it ‘clean.’
You were never able to make sense of the subtle system dung in relation to the promised
Resurrection. You knew there was something larger than the subtle system and Shri Mataji; that it
was about Jesus and the Paraclete. Over time, after having invested so much if your time and
hope for transformation since Shri Mataji was different and probably divine, you just accepted and
followed the leaders leading the herd.
The Guru of HALF THE SKY is 10% Paraclete and 90% THE MOTHER. It is vital that this is meditated on
deeply as the Prince of the World has immense persuasive power. He was easily able to defeat the
1% Paraclete and 99% Shri Mataji (1923-2011).
HALF THE SKY is in a fragile state because there are so few here to begin learning about “the Good
News about the Kingdom [that] will be preached throughout the whole world, so that all nations
will hear it; and then the end will come.” [emphasis ours]
Those here who never met the Paraclete Shri Mataji must first understand and only then begin
spreading the message of Jesus and the Paraclete to the world. It is going to take time, a few
years at least to grasp the 10% Paraclete and 90% MOTHER.
I will give an example most Christians will never be able to do in the Age that has Come i.e. tell the
story of the woman as they go about declaring the Good News. I am willing to chisel this in
granite: Not a single Christian today or tomorrow will be able to follow Jesus unless they are
participating in the Resurrection as we are.
“The Good News [of the Resurrection] will be told to people all over the world. And I can assure
you that everywhere the Good News is told, the story of what this woman did will also be told, and
people will remember her [in the Age to Come].” (June 14, 2021)
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This cannot be a once-a-week or twice-a-month brief reading because HALF THE SKY is exclusively
given the honor and privilege to carry out the greatest miracle of all, the salvation of lost souls. At
this budding beginning lies the greatest threat of failure if it is taken as a part-time duty. You will not
have the Knowledge required for that task.
QUESTION: What is this Knowledge and why it cannot be learned from a church or mandir or
giani?
ANSWER: The Guru of HALF THE SKY is 10% Paraclete and 90% THE MOTHER. There is no chance of
acquiring that Knowledge elsewhere. That never was possible for the last 5000 years and I quote
from the movie Gaia, “She was here long before apes started dreaming of gods.” THE MOTHER
has returned because the situation is dire.
The patriarchal religions of Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Sikhism, Buddhism, Jainism offer
no proof of pending salvation or moksa. Other than the rituals of daily prayer or weekly temple
attendance or yearly Mecca pilgrimage, faith is the only hope that their gods deliver, promising
that the rest will be barbequed in hell for all eternity. (And this makes them happy, contented and
in bliss !!!!?)
And if Jews, Christians, and Muslims are still waiting for graves to burst open after centuries of
claustrophobic torture of entombed souls, common sense will not prevail. Neither will science or
countless cases of near-death experiences.
QUESTION: THE MOTHER has returned because the situation is dire. What do you mean by that?
Dire is a strong word to use as it also means grim, desperate, dismal, terrible, alarming. What is so
worrying that immediate attention is needed?
ANSWER: There are just too many pressing problems that are only slowly getting worse. For a
growing number of people, Earth is just a one-night stand as the religions of Judaism, Christianity and
Islam offer only hypocrisy and hate of an angry god of the chosen ones towards non-believers, as
well as believing homosexuals. Each one of these religions hides from the ultimate test of its validity
and truth that www.adishakti.org challenges; and none have for the last 21 years.
The only hope is HALF THE SKY succeeding by 2050. The salvation of lost souls will become
paramount as they are all victims of the pressing problems worldwide.
QUESTION: How do science and countless cases of near-death experiences debunk the faith of
Jews, Christians, and Muslims souls waiting to be resurrected? Are you accusing their gods of
cruelty, torment, pain, agony, and suffering?
ANSWER: Ask someone to put you in a coffin and bury it for a day. If you do not become crazed
with fear, then a week surely would. A month of entombment would probably make you insane.
Pointless talking about years, decades, or centuries. (What type of a salvation plan is this?)
As for near-death experiences, they destroy the foundations of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam
that is built on billions of buried souls imprisoned in graves i.e. they cannot escape entombment
while evidence is to the contrary. We may discuss NDE in Standard Three as it gives a scientific
perspective of the subtle body or soul which, maybe in Standard Four or so, will be ascertained as
pure Consciousness.
NDE is a remarkably interesting subject as it profoundly changes those who experience the Other
Side.
“People who go through the near-death experience definitely don’t come back with the idea of the
Old Testament God and the raging and the fury and so on. People describe a Being of complete
compassion and love.
Some years ago I went to China and then to India a year or so later. As in both cases, I was
expecting to hear something different. But what I was astonished by was that I heard the same
thing in India, for example, with the Hinduism, as I hear in the United States from people who are
Jewish or Christians or whatever.
So I think that the religious aspect of it really doesn’t factor into it. Except that people will say, they
say that since there are no words, then I’m forced to use words from my tradition but it’s not like
that. It’s the words don’t really have that sense they do in their religion. And people say that after
this they have no interest in denominations, or that there is more of a personal relationship with
God, rather than an ideological religion that comes to the fore with this.
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Culture may play a role in the articulation of the experience but it usually comes with the
admission that it’s not adequate, that it’s just the only one that’s available to them. So where
you’re from doesn’t matter. It’s like being a human being is pretty much the same all over.”
Scientific evidence of the Afterlife
QUESTION: One last question, “What are the chances of Jesus succeeding?”
ANSWER: “Truly I tell you, this generation will certainly not pass away until all these things have
happened. Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will never pass away.” Just declaring
the Resurrection ensures success. Just believing the Resurrection endows life eternal. No
circumcision (by rabbis) or baptism (by pastors) or shahada (by mullahs) required. Taking part in
the Resurrection is just meditating on the Paraclete-MOTHER within where SHE resides in their hearts
for all times, just as Jesus declared. It is as simple as that.
The Guru of HALF THE SKY is 10% Paraclete and 90% THE MOTHER. The Knowledge over the years will
also be 10% Paraclete and 90% THE MOTHER. Attendance is mandatory for those who want to
ensure the triumph of both the Savior and His Paraclete-MOTHER.
jagbir
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